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The Artistry of the Guitar: One of the World’s Finest
Collections of Acoustic Guitars to Be Auctioned
— Guernsey’s to sell landmark Collection April 2 and 3 —
New York, NY (February 12, 2014)—This April, an unrivaled Collection
of 265 highly significant acoustic guitars will be sold at auction by
Guernsey’s in New York City. For four decades, the esteemed auction
house has built a reputation for presenting extraordinary collections and
this stunning assemblage of instruments is no exception. The array of
extremely rare guitars, assembled by an anonymous gentleman over his
lifetime, will be auctioned at a live, two-day event (April 2-3) at the stylish
Bohemian National Center on East 73rd Street in New York City.
Absentee bidders will have various options for participating including
three online bidding platforms.
The Collection includes a broad array of legendary Martin, Gibson,
Epiphone, Gretsch, Washburn, Stromberg, Prairie State and Larson
Brothers guitars. Among the featured instruments are treasures created
by such extraordinary nineteenth century craftsmen as Antonio de
Torres, Francisco Simplicio, and early twentieth century master John
D'Angelico. (Pictured: a 1934 D’Angelico Excel and a Martin OM-45
Deluxe.)
“The historical importance of these guitars is unparalleled—these are the
instruments that laid the foundation of the guitar industry as we know it,”
said Chris Gill, Editor-in-Chief, Guitar Aficionado. “This collection
captures the transition as old-world handcraftsmanship merged with
Industrial Revolution production techniques, creating very rare, highquality instruments that showcase the various manufacturers’ creativity
when they were really emerging and reaching their peak.”
While each of the 265 guitars is rare and valuable with its own distinct
features and unique story, some of the most notable guitars include:
• The 1862 Antonio de Torres Classical Guitar was created by
Spanish master luthier Antonio de Torres whose influential designs
transformed the guitar from a meek, polite instrument suitable only for
the confines of small parlors, drawing rooms, and cantinas into a
powerful instrument with a dynamic voice capable of filling a concert hall.

More of an innovator than inventor, Torres took pre-existing elements like a fan bracing, a larger
body size, and domed top and refined and improved the instrument’s overall design through
painstaking attention to the finest details.
•

The 1930 Martin OM-45 Deluxe—one of only 14 that were ever produced—is one of the rarest
and most desirable guitars ever made. Reissues of this coveted instrument are also
exceptionally rare, as Martin has only made a handful of reproductions despite its status as one
of their most requested models.

•

The 1934 D’Angelico Excel has a serial number (1098) that does not appear in John
D’Angelico’s production record book, although an Excel model with a serial number 1097 that
was made for Ned Cosmo is listed. That guitar is also the first Excel model with a serial number
listed in D’Angelico’s records. The construction features, low serial number, and odd “Exel”
misspelling of the model’s name on the headstock inlay suggest that this and Cosmo’s guitar
were the earliest—if not the first—Excel models that D’Angelico made in 1934.

•

The 1936 Epiphone Emperor was the company’s response to Gibson’s Super 400 model,
introduced in 1934. The 1936 Emperor is a very early example featuring the short-lived second
version of the Emperor trapeze tailpiece, which appeared on the model for less than a year
before Epiphone’s trademark Frequensator tailpiece replaced it. The tailpiece features the
Emperor name engraved on the upper cross bar, and zigzag pattern engravings surround the
four cutout holes and edges.

Guernsey's has produced a magnificent auction catalogue which includes nearly a thousand handsome
photographs documenting the many instruments in the event. Descriptions have been written by Guitar
Aficionado’s Christopher Gill, while the guitars (and mandolins) were carefully inspected by noted
expert Frederick Oster, a regular appraiser on the national televised program, Antiques Roadshow.
The catalogue features each of the 265 guitars, including fifty extraordinary Martins, the 1840's Martin
& Coupa, various OM-28, F-9, 00-45, D-28, and D-45 models. Among the many Gibsons are Super
400s, SJ-200s, L-5s, and a one-of-a-kind Super 400 Flattop. The dozen D'Angelico guitars include New
Yorkers, Excels, a Special, a Style A and a rare mandolin.
The entire collection can be previewed from April 1-3 at the Bohemian National Hall, 321 East 73rd
Street in Manhattan. The previews will start at 10 am and run through the evening. The live auction will
take place on Wednesday, April 2, and Thursday, April 3, beginning at 7:00pm. Information about
several advance preview events is available from Guernsey’s.
To order the auction catalogue and for additional information about the Collection and the upcoming
auction, please contact Guernsey’s in New York. Those who are unable to attend the auction but would
like to participate can view the full catalogue online, and leave advance absentee bids, as well as bid
live as the sale is taking place at liveauctioneers.com, invaluable.com and proxibid.com.
For additional information, interested collectors, guitar enthusiasts and investors are urged to contact
Guernsey’s at 212-794-2280. For media inquiries or to request an interview, please contact Jaclyn
Todisco at 646-695-7053 or jaclyn@rosengrouppr.com.
About Guernsey’s
Approaching its 40th anniversary, Guernsey's has built a reputation as an auction house known for the
presentation of the most extraordinary properties. From the largest auction in history (the contents of

the ocean liner S.S. United States) to vintage racing cars on to artwork from the Soviet Union, preCastro Cuban cigars and the $3 million McGwire baseball, the firm has few rivals when it comes to the
presentation of wildly diverse art and artifacts. Guernsey's also has brought some of the most famous
and intriguing personalities of the 20th Century to auction in events that captivated the world. The
official Elvis Presley Auction featuring items from the Graceland Archives on to treasured items relating
to the lives and careers of John F. Kennedy, Princess Diana, Jerry Garcia, John Coltrane, Dick Clark,
Mickey Mantle and the Beatles were all Guernsey's events.
High-quality, high-visibility projects continue to be Guernsey's forte. The Auction house is in the midst
of its series of events devoted to the legendary, Holocaust-related poster collection of Dr. Hans Sachs
and will soon be featuring the finest collection of vintage guitars ever to pass across the auction block.
Record-setting sales of exceptional collections have very much become a Guernsey's trademark.
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